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2005 Monitoring and Evaluation Report 

Forest Supervisor Certification 

Forest Supervisor Certification 

I certify that the Cibola National Forest Plan (Forest Plan) as amended is sufficient to 
guide future management of the Cibola National Forest until the plan revision process is 
completed. 

This Monitoring and Evaluation Report meets regulatory requirements for completing an 
annual report for the fiscal year of 2005, based on the 1982 planning rule at 36 CFR 219. 

1 

Nancy Rose,  ores sf Supervisor Date 

The U. S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all programs 
and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, religion, age, disability, 
political beliefs, sexual orientation or marital or family status. (Not all prohibited bases 
apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require alternative means for 
communication of program information (Braille, large print, audiotape, etc.) should 
contact USDA's TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and TDD). 

To file a complaint of discrimination, write USDA, Director Office of Civil Rights, Room 
326-W, Whitten Building, 14" and Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20250- 
9410 or call (202) 720-5964 (voice and TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider 
and employer. 
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Executive Summary 
 
The purpose of the 2005 Monitoring and Evaluation Report is to summarize the 
monitoring completed on the Cibola National Forest during Fiscal Year 2005 and to 
describe the lessons learned from monitoring activities so that they can be used in 
developing future management.  In the past, the Forest has reported primarily monitoring 
items that are outlined in Chapter 5 of the Land and Resource Management Plan adopted 
in 1985.  However, most of these monitoring items are outdated or obsolete because it 
has been 20 years since the plan was updated.  In order to create a useful summary of 
knowledge gained from monitoring activities, this report will include monitoring 
activities that measured effectiveness or impact of on-the-ground activities, regardless of 
whether or not they were originally conceived as part of the 1985 plan.   
 
A consistent finding throughout the document is that there is not enough money, time or 
personnel to affect some of the condition and trends that monitoring has uncovered.  In 
particular, some compliance monitoring implied that a lack of law enforcement presence 
was a contributing factor to noncompliance.  While the allocation of these resources are 
difficult to control at the forest-level, it is important to acknowledge that they have an 
effect on some management trends, and in some cases, whether or not the Forest is able 
to achieve program objectives. 
 
Forestry 
Both the forestry and fire programs suggested that the Forest’s monitoring program 
would benefit from standard forestwide forms for monitoring.  There is a concern that 
when monitoring, methods of recording and conditions recorded can vary widely.  The 
general consensus was that these forms should be as simple as possible and approved at 
the Supervisor’s Office for Forest-wide use. 
 
Compliance monitoring on some projects has shown the need to better integrate wildlife 
objectives into silvicultural prescriptions.  For instance, some stands lack existing snags, 
because of past even-age management.  Prescriptions could be written to create more 
snags and other habitat features in these areas.  In other habitat treatments such as the 
Baney Park meadow restoration, it has also been difficult to meet wildlife objectives 
because the project limited the cutting of larger trees and thereby failed to create the 
desired habitat conditions.  The challenge is that the design of projects often includes 
wildlife objectives but they are not adequately integrated into the treatment. 
  
Fire 
It was expected that piñon-juniper is more fire resistant than other vegetation types and 
would burn less intensely. However, the post-Sedgwick Fire monitoring showed that 
vegetation density and drought caused the piñon-juniper to burn more intensely where 
dense conditions were left untreated.   
 
The public is still not familiar with our fire prevention education efforts.  It was observed 
that some members of the public do not comply with fire restrictions or fire prevention 
techniques because they do not know where to find the appropriate information.  A 
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community-based Firewise program with assistance from the Forest Service is one 
suggested solution to the issue. 
 
Archeology 
Archeology clearances are an essential part of project planning.  There are levels of 
review based on whether or not the government action would be considered an 
undertaking under the National Historic Preservation Act.  The Forest’s monitoring has 
shown that the minimal clearance for the expected project may be insufficient when there 
is a risk of expanding the scope of the activity.  Project managers should be aware of this 
when requesting archeological clearance. 

 
Invasive plants 
Invasive plants are an increasingly important issue on the Forest.  Monitoring has shown 
that the Forest is advancing its knowledge of how to carry out effective invasive plant 
treatments.  However, available information on the presence and extent of invasive plants 
on the Forest is incomplete and can be an impediment to effectively controlling the plant 
population.  The Forest needs better inventories of invasive plants to address this issue. 
 
Some aggressive invasive plants will regenerate years or maybe months after the initial 
treatment appears effective because they have roots or seeds lying dormant beneath the 
surface.  The Forest Service will need to provide for continued monitoring of treated 
areas for some time after the project in order to insure that objectives were met. 
 
Recreation 
Special use permits often have problems attributed to permittees exceeding permit 
limitations due to summer home occupants staying year round.  In addition, some 
summer home occupants have modified the units without seeking changes to their permit.  
These noncompliance issues are being monitored and need to be addressed by Forest 
Service law enforcement. 
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Forest Plan Background and Amendments 
The Forest Plan and associated EIS were published in 1985.  Preliminary Forest staff 
recommendations for updating the Forest Plan were developed in 1996-1999 and are 
contained in the Geographic Area Assessments produced by the Interdisciplinary Team.  
 
The following amendments were made to the 1985 Forest Plan: 
 
Amendment 
Number 

Decision 
Date  

Amendment Description 

Amendment #1 01/09/87 Clarified language throughout all five chapters  

Amendment #2 05/25/89 Added electronic site near Boise City, OK for the Coast 
Guard’s Long-Range Aid to Navigation (LORAN-C)  

Amendment #3 06/30/89 Changed timber projections based on projects in Las 
Huertas Canyon near Placitas, NM 

Amendment #4 05/29/90 Revised the 10-year timber sale schedule, amended fire 
management Standards & Guidelines, added black bear 
and curlew to the MIS list, changed ROS for MAs 8 and 
13, RATM 

Amendment #5 06/27/90 Designated Oso Ridge Lookout as an electronic site 

Amendment #6 09/06/91 Established standards and guidelines for capital 
investment priorities and Sandia winter use; added the 
grasshopper sparrow to the MIS list; and established 
standards and guidelines for Aberts squirrel  

Amendment #7 09/09/96 Added Regional direction for management of Mexican 
spotted owl, northern goshawk, grazing, old growth  

Amendment #8 12/20/96 Returned federal lands near Kirkland Air Force Base 
from DOE back to the National Forest System  

Amendment #9 09/18/97 Established Bernalillo Watershed Research Natural Area 

Amendment #10 10/17/02 Identified eligible wild and scenic rivers and added 
direction for protecting their values 

 

Forest Plan Revision Schedule 
We are currently revising the Forest Plan for the Black Kettle, McClellan Creek, Kiowa, 
and Rita Blanca National Grasslands. The Cibola National Forest and Grasslands is 
scheduled to begin Forest Plan revision for the mountain districts in 2007.  
 
Revision of the Forest Plan was scheduled to occur during the 1990s. However, the 
Southwestern Region modified the Forest Plan revision schedule to wait until forest 
planning regulations (36 CFR 219) were updated. The updated regulations were printed 
in the Federal Register (http://www.fs.fed.us/emc/nfma/includes/rule%20.pdf) on January 
5, 2005. 
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Table of Monitoring Activities and Lessons Learned for FY 2005 
 
Abbreviations 
BLM – Bureau of Land Management  
D2 – Mount Taylor Ranger District 
D3 – Magdalena Ranger District 
D4 – Mountainair Ranger District 
D5 – Sandia Ranger District 
GIS – Geographic Information System  
 

 
 
GPS – Global Positioning System  
INFRA – Infrastructure database  
NEPA –National Environmental Policy Act  
RD – Ranger District  
RO – Regional Office  
SO – Supervisor’s Office 

 
 

 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
1 Engineering Drinking Water Systems are monitored 

for compliance with health standards 
either under the Safe Drinking Water 
Act or FSM 7420 (non public systems) 

Records kept by water 
program manager in 
Engineering 

Forest-wide - Water system operators and district 
oversights continue to need additional 
training on the rules, regulations, and 
forest procedures; 
- Tight budgets continue to cause 
maintenance from being performed as 
scheduled and necessary; 
- Communication of problems and 
needs remains disconnected between 
the SO and districts. 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
2 Engineering Facilities and Roads for maintenance 

requirements 
INFRA Database Forest-wide - During inspections of FS quarters, 

determined that many repair work 
items are less than $2,000 and can 
be corrected within a short time 
frame with payment by credit card.   

- It is important to record 
accomplishments in INFRA to 
report maintenance completed each 
fiscal year which documents fiscal 
accountability. 

4 Fire, 
Wildland 
 

Monitored for initial fire size up 
parameters including topography, 
climate, vegetation, fire behavior, etc. 
All FY 2005 wildfires 

Fire Reports – District 
FMO/AFMO files; SO, 
KCFAST  database 

Forest-wide - The national database holds a lot of 
   information for each fire 
-  Data can be confusing to non 
   software users 
-  No direct link to GIS 
-  At times, only required fields are    
    filled in 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
5 Fire  Monitored tree damage and mortality 

from wildfire based on fire intensity 
effects; Sedgwick fire area 

D2 Forestry and Fire files D2 - In current dense condition, the 
piñon-juniper vegetation type burns 
more intensely than other 
vegetation types around it.  

- Piñon –juniper is not as resistant to 
fire as originally thought by the 
district staff. 

- Drought conditions contributed to 
more intense burning.  

- Reinforced knowledge that our fuel 
treatments are effective in changing 
fire behavior so surface fires do not 
become crown fires. 

 
6 Fire  Monitored fuel breaks to check changes 

in fuel conditions (including condition 
class changes and decreased fuel 
loadings) compliance with silvicultural 
prescription. For La Jara, Jamestown 
and 425 Fuel Breaks 

D2 Fire files D2 The treatment appears to be meeting 
objective of creating a defensible 
space and compliance standards were 
met. 

 

7 Fire Monitored for occurrence of 
mechanized equipment use in 
wilderness for emergency fire 
suppression. 

SO Incident Reports D3 These occurrences are documented but 
it would be helpful to have a standard 
forestwide format for doing so.  
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
8 Fire Monitored for pre-treatment fuel loading 

and stand densities on 425 fuel project 
area (D2) and Tajique Watershed 
Project (D4) Hop-Patterson (D3) 

D2, D4, D3 Fire files D2, D4, D3 - Browns transect was effective 
method for monitoring fuel loading 
(D3, D4) 

- The vegetation needs treatment to 
reduce fuel levels (D4) 

- The person hours and funds 
required for these types of projects 
are extensive.  Need to make sure 
we have a good balance between 
data collection, analysis and actual 
work accomplished on the ground.  

9 Fire 
Prevention  

Monitored for fire hazard 
condition/defensible space monitoring 
of residences in wildland urban 
interfaces; all WUIs. 

D5 K drive; 
Hardcopy  in Fire 
Prevention files 

D5 
 

- Despite fire prevention education 
effort, there are still be people who 
do not know about those programs 
or information or do not choose 
follow those guidelines  

- Assist the communities to develop a 
Firewise program 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
10 Fire/fuels Monitored during and after treatment 

conditions including smoke, weather, 
fire behavior, fire effects on residual 
vegetation and other resources; 
Tablazon Pile Burn (D5); Sherwood 
(D4) Taylor Prescribed Burn (D3) 

RD Burn Plan file  D4, D5, D3 - Confirmed effectiveness of 
prescription and mitigation 
measures 

- Time management associated with 
workloads, funding and overlapping 
priorities all contribute to the lack 
of a more extensive monitoring for 
prescribed fire.  

- Monitoring of effects happen better 
during treatment versus post 
treatment, due to time and qualified 
individuals. 

- The Forest needs to put together a 
annual monitoring effects report 
documentation package that is more 
in depth than the burn plan 
requirements 

11 Forestry Monitored compliance with silvicultural 
prescriptions including post-treatment 
basal areas, canopy cover, stand 
densities, snag retention, and 
implementation of mitigation measures 
on 11 timber sale and thinning contracts 
administered in FY05. 

RD Forestry files   
Also located in 
individual District 
Project files 

D2, D4 - Should better integrate wildlife 
needs into silvicultural prescriptions 
and balance with forestry/timber 
sale needs. 

- Most stands lack existing snags. So 
to meet resource objectives, we 
should require some operators to 
girdle older trees to create snags. 

- Timely inspections are the key to 
meeting resource objectives. 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
12 Forestry Monitored for insect or disease damage 

to forest stands by RO through aerial 
survey and ground sampling. 

RD Forestry files Forest-wide - Confirms suspicions about more 
insect and disease problems where 
drought effects were most severe 

- More piñon (bark beetle) mortality 
than expected. Confirms need to 
have more open PJ conditions, 
reduce stand densities and 
emphasize PJ as much as other 
forest types   

- Mortality level is continuing to be 
high 

13 Forestry Monitored for burn severity damage to 
trees after Sedgwick Fire, for salvage 
sale opportunities and reforestation 
needs 

D2 Forestry files D2 - It showed the assumption that we 
always need to plant trees after a 
wildfire is false because tree 
mortality wasn’t as high as 
expected. Also, some “holes” in the 
future stand are beneficial and 
desired for the ecosystem. 

14 Forestry Monitored for hazard trees at all 
developed sites, some undeveloped 
sites; post-wildfire burn areas; roads 

RD Recreation files D2, D4, D5 - Increases in bugs & drought are 
increasing tree mortality 

- More hazard trees are found on 
trails than in past. 

15 Forestry Monitored number of quality snags per 
acre as required by Forest Plan during 
and after timber sale contracts. 

D2, D4, D5 Forestry files D2, D4, D5 Appear to be meeting old growth 
standards and retaining the larger trees 
in sale areas 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
16 Heritage 

Resources 
Monitored for protection of 
archaeological sites during or after 
ground-disturbing projects (Section 106 
related). 5 projects (D2), 9 projects 
(D3), 1 project (D5) 

D2, D3, and SO Heritage 
Resource files 

D2, D3, D5 - Having an archaeologist on-site 
during implementation of complex 
projects is essential in ensuring HR 
site protection  

- It is not always a good idea to 
assume that the project will be 
limited to simple, non-undertakings 
and skip the survey and clearance. 
In some cases, you need the 
flexibility to be able to take actions 
that require HR survey and 
clearance. 

17 Heritage 
Resources 

Monitored for damage or vandalism 
from unauthorized activities. 1 area  
(D2) 

D2 Heritage Resource 
files 

D2  

18 Heritage 
Resources 

Monitored for archaeological site 
conditions (not related to Section 106 
projects and activities). 
13 sites (D2), 19 sites (D3), 11 sites 
(D4), 51 sites (D5) 

D2, D3, SO Heritage 
Resource files 

Forestwide - More stabilization of sites is needed 
to slow down erosion on heritage 
sites.   

- Pro-active site surveys are a useful 
activity because it allows re-
evaluation of site’s eligibility.  
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
19 Invasive 

Plants 
Monitored (pretreatment) for occurrence 
and spread of invasive plants along 
roads and in range allotments, and 
especially in Bluewater and Cottonwood 
creek riparian areas (D2); Tajique 
watershed (D4); District wide (D5). 

GIS Invasive Species 
database 

D2, D4, D5 - For bull and musk thistle, digging up 
plants didn’t help but cutting seed 
head was more effective (Bluewater) 

- Musk thistle spread much faster than 
expected due to heavy rains and snow 
runoff. Manual treatments are not 
cost-effective compared to herbicides 
due to the repeated treatments needed 
(Bluewater and Cottonwood) 

- Thistle control may appear effective 
at first, but along roads they usually 
reappear due to continued disturbance 
(seed still in the ground); so we 
should keep monitoring treated areas 
(Bluewater and Cottonwood) 

- There appear to be more invasives 
than are currently mapped (D4, D5) 

- We should do a better inventory of 
species across the District(s) (D4, 
D5) 

- Volunteers (weed warriors) are a 
valuable resource to help identify 
plants, locations, etc. (D4, D5) 

- Elm eradication program needs 
continued maintenance because they 
continue to re-occur (D4, D5) 

- There is a need to complete NEPA so 
we can treat (D4, D5) 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
20 Range Monitored post-treatment effectiveness 

of shrubs reseeding. Sedgwick Fire Area 
for 300 acres (D2); 2004 Lookout Fire 
(D4)   

D2 Range files 
D4 Range files 

D2, D4 Confirmed that winter precipitation is 
an important factor for seeding 
success. 

21 Range Monitored for conflict between 
motorized/non-motorized vehicle use 
and cattle use on trails in certain 
allotments where this conflict was 
known to occur 

D2 Range files D2 - Consider how to coordinate with 
users to reduce this conflict by 
incorporate fence designs that 
reduce the conflict (such as walk-
through fences, swing gates…) 

- Could help to increase information-
sharing with permittees and 
recreation users (environmental 
education) 

22 Range Monitored for compliance with AOI 
such as maintenance of improvements, 
cattle rotations, forage utilization and 
other requirements. On all allotments. 
Done before cattle started grazing and 
after growing season 

Range INFRA database Forest-wide - Confirmed that drought, wind, or 
other climatic conditions cause the 
most need for adjusting grazing 
strategy  

- Some permittees were held back for 
a month or two because of the 
drought or voluntary non-use was 
requested and given.  

- Adaptive management has 
enhanced permittee compliance 

- The districts are finding they have a 
consistent compliance record 

- Permittees are aware of the effects 
of drought condition on grazing. 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
23 Range  Monitored range long-term trend  

analysis production & utilization and 
invasive plants on 3 allotments (D4)  

D4 Range files D4  

24 Range  Monitored before and after for 
effectiveness of salt cedar control (stem 
cutting and chemicals) in Priest Canyon 
(D4) 

D4 Range files D4 - We are continuing to get spread of 
salt cedar and are finding more 
populations 

- Need a more complete inventory of 
the drainage  

- Need to supplement the NEPA for 
Priest Canyon to be able to treat 
additional populations 

- Cannot determine whether 
treatment method was effective 

25 Range Monitoring of 25 Mexican Spotted Owl 
Key Use Areas for grazing utilization on 
7 grazing allotments: West Red, Baldy, 
Bear Trap, Big Rosa, Deep Canyon, 
Nogal, San Mateo 

D3 Range files  
SO Range files 
IWEB 

D3 
 

Cattle aren’t using owl PACs because 
the canopy is too heavy for adequate 
forage and because of steep terrain. 

26 Range, 
condition 
readiness  

Pre-entry monitoring for range readiness 
forage conditions for cattle entry 
monitoring: 8 allotments (D4); 4 
allotments (D3) 

RD Range files  D4, D3 - Pre-entry monitoring gives us 
readiness or non for livestock use. 

- It works and is valuable. 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
27 

Recreation  
Monitored public compliance with 
paying fees at recreation sites where 
fees are charged   

RD-Recreation files  D2, D4, D5 

- Increased FS presence increases 
compliance at fee sites 

- Compliance has been declining due 
to insufficient # of FS personnel at 
sites 

- Fee tubes vulnerable to theft; should 
be replaced with more durable fee 
collection method (D5) 

- Fees collected for McGaffey CG 
indicate that the campground is 
overdeveloped. 

- Coalmine campground does not get 
enough reservations to be on 
NRRS. 

28 Recreation Water Quality monitoring through water 
samples for McGaffey campground and 
Wingate Work Center 

D2- Recreation Files D2 - The MIOX filtration system 
combined with the amount of water 
used by the flush toilets makes the 
water system at the campground 
unreliable. 

29 Recreation  Monitored developed recreation site and 
facilities conditions 

RD-Recreation files 
INFRA Database  

D5, D3 - Deferred maintenance needs are 
greater than expected and many 
facilities are in less than fully 
acceptable condition  

- Some facilities (e.g. toilets) are not 
lasting as long as they were 
expected to (D5) 

- Need recreation maintenance and 
rehabilitation program on D3 to 
address needs 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
30 Recreation 

and Lands 
Special Use 
Permits 

Monitored for compliance with permit 
terms and conditions, including 
environmental effects, during special 
use permit administration; includes 
lands and recreation special use permits  
 
 

SO Lands files 
 
RD Lands files 
 

Forest-wide - Not enough people to adequately 
monitor the special use permits. 

- Internal coordination has improved 
on the District, effects on other 
program areas are made known to 
the staff 

- Suspect problems with exceeding 
permitted use in terms of number of 
hunters permitted guides are taking 
out. Law enforcement issue (D3) 

- Recreation event activities at 
Coalmine do not match facility 
design. (D2) 

31 Recreation,  
visitor 
satisfaction  

Monitor visitor comments and concerns 
from recreation fee sites; also from 
wilderness trailhead registration cards 
(D4); visitor center books (D5) 

RO SO Recreation files; 
some in INFRA database 

D4, D5 - Dissatisfaction with motorized use 
increasing among other recreation 
users (D5) 

- Increased conflicts between user 
groups (D5); mostly motorized vs. 
non-motorized 

- Lack of FS presence increases 
public concern about lack of 
security  

- Compliments on cleanliness of 
campgrounds (D4) and customer 
service at visitor sites (D5) 

32 Recreation, 
dispersed sites  

Monitored dispersed site condition 
including size and resource damage: 
Tajique Watershed  

RD Recreation files  D4 Use of those sites has decreased over 
past years, possibly due to fire-related 
closures  
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
33 Recreation, 

OHV  
Monitored illegal mechanical and 
motorized vehicle use in Sandia 
Mountain Wilderness (D5) Withington 
Wilderness (D3) 

RD WIS Reports, special 
patrol logs  

D5, D3 - Increased intrusions adjacent to 
Bernalillo Watershed, mostly 
mountain bikes (D5), ATVs (D4), 
especially during hunting season 

- Many people lack information 
about the Wilderness Act 
designation and where wilderness 
boundaries are 

- Motorized use continues to occur in 
Withington Wilderness 

- Mitigation measures such as signs 
and physical barriers have been 
insufficient where attempted. (D3) 

- Need stronger law enforcement 
presence (D3) 

34 Recreation, 
OHV  

Monitored use of OHV trails in the 
Cedro Area and David Canyon (D5) 

RD WIS Reports, special 
patrol logs  

D5 - Increased number of user-created 
trails is being found. 

- Motorized use on existing trial has 
converted them from single to 
double track trails 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
35 Recreation, 

trails  
Monitored trail condition & use for 
maintenance needs –(Kayser, 
Cottonwood, Bosque (D4); Trail#49, 
and Coyote Trail (D5); Strawberry & 
Gooseberry Trails, Trial 76 (Water 
Canyon trail), Continental Divide 
National Scenic Trail, Quadratholon ski 
trail (D2) 

RD Recreation files  
INFRA 

D2, D4, D5 - Lack of maintenance is causing 
trails to become re-vegetated and 
disappear on the ground (D4) 

- Some trails are becoming trench-
like (D4) 

- Single tracks are becoming double 
tracks through ATV use (D5)  

- Snowmobiles use roads and ski 
trails as snowmobile trails. 

-  X-country skiers use snowmobile 
tracks as groomed trails. (D2) 

36 Soil and 
Water 

Resurveyed post-treatment burned-area 
rehabilitation work for effectiveness of 
erosion and water runoff control 
practices. Also evaluated occurrence of 
invasive species. Sedgwick fire area 

D2 Watershed files SO - Confirmed need to ensure that seed 
is applied just before rain or snow, 
and is very effective in reducing 
runoff. 

- The public closure was also very 
effective in meeting rehabilitation 
objectives 

37 Summer 
Home 
Permits 

Monitored for compliance with permit 
terms and conditions, including 
environmental effects, during summer 
home compliance checks (D2), (D5)  

 
SO  Lands files 
 
RD Lands files 
 

D2, D5 - Summer home permit non-
compliance continues to be an issue 
on D5 

- Permittees are causing aesthetic 
impacts (i.e. dumping appliances, 
etc.) 

- Some users are staying year-round 
38 Visitor 

Information  
Monitored for conditions and 
information on sign boards for 
maintenance purposes, throughout 
District 

RD K drive; hardcopy 
prevention files 

D5 
 

- Indicated that vandalism is 
increasing 

- Sign information needs better 
coordination 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
39 Wildlife Monitored  to determine if wildlife 

standards and objectives were met on 
wildlife habitat improvement projects 
(Habitat Stamp Projects), including: D2 
-- water tanks installed to improve water 
distribution and availability, reseeding 
for enhanced forage availability, , fences 
modified to provide elk/deer crossings, 
at Chivato Mesa, Dan Valley, and 
Prewitt/6A;  D4/5 -- monitored water 
tanks, riparian enhancements, meadow 
restoration projects, forest openings, etc. 
including projects at FR 462, Ox 
Canyon, Sawmill Canyon, and Sun 
Valley;  D3 monitored condition and 
functioning of improvements at 20 sites. 

RD Wildlife files for 
habitat stamp program 

Forest-wide - Project design is sometimes 
insufficient to achieve objectives, 
particularly spring developments. 

- Some mechanical treatments have 
reached the end of their lifespan. 

- Need to increase storage capacity, 
change material types, and create 
more low maintenance 
improvements. 

- Improvements created during wet 
climate cycle are not functioning in 
drier conditions. 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
41 Wildlife Monitored for effectiveness of enclosure 

fences in protecting the Bluewater 
riparian pasture (D2); Troncon Negro, 
Terrero, Novillo Canyon and Tajique 
Creek (D4); and West Red and Hudson 
Canyons – 5 sites (D3). 

SO Ornithology files 
(H.Schwartz) 
D2 Wildlife files 
 D3 Wildlife files 
D4 Wildlife files 

D2 - Proactive management and 
maintenance of the fences has 
promoted riparian vegetation 
recovery and soil stabilization (D4) 

- Closures have had minimal 
effectiveness because it doesn’t 
appear that cattle grazing was the 
primary problem. (D3) The fact that 
canyon bottoms are not getting 
enough water and conifer 
encroachment, appear to be primary 
impact to these riparian areas. 

- Maintenance of the enclosures has 
been intensive because of elk and 
water flow events. 

42 Wildlife Monitored enclosure and exclosure 
fences for amount of elk use and willow 
response to grazing exclusion along 
Cottonwood Creek 

D2 Range files D2  

43 Wildlife Monitored for effectiveness of inter-
seeding project on Chivato Mesa. Used 
photo points. 

D2 Wildlife files  D2  

44 Wildlife  Monitored for occupancy and spread of 
Endangered Zuni fleabane (plant).  
Monitored by NM Energy, Minerals and 
Natural Resources Department in the 
Wingate Allotment. 

SO files  
D2 Range files 

D2 - Fleabanes are present and 
reproducing. 

- Activities are not adversely 
impacting habitat. 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
45 Wildlife  Monitored for goshawk occupancy and 

reproductive success in 22 territories.  
SO Ornithology files 
(H.Schwarz) 
D2 Wildlife files 
 D3 Wildlife files 
D4/5 Wildlife files 

Forest-wide Confirmed that goshawks are present 
and reproducing and had less 
reproductive success than expected, 
and less than MSO, maybe due to 
drought 

46 Wildlife  Monitored for peregrine falcon 
occupancy and reproductive success    

SO Ornithology files 
(H.Schwarz) 

Forest-wide Results protected by MOU with FWS 
and NMDG&F which prohibits 
releasing occupancy information 

47 Wildlife  Monitored bear habitat in urban 
interface, monitored 9 mast transects to 
determine bear food production.  

D4/5 Wildlife files   D5 Found there is adequate mast forage 
available for black bears 

48 Wildlife  Monitored raptor migration at 2 areas on 
D4/5 through agreement with Hawk 
Watch International 

D4/5 Wildlife files D4/5 Learning about population trends and 
seasonality; for example, golden 
eagles are declining throughout the 
west 

49 Wildlife  Established transects to determine 
vegetation composition and conditions 
of riparian habitat on Cedro Creek. 
Monitoring coordinated with NM 
Environment Dept. and Quivira 
Coalition. 

D4/5 Wildlife files D5  
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
50 Wildlife  Monitored for reproduction success and 

occupancy of threatened and endangered 
animals -- Mexican Spotted Owl 
(MSO), Southwestern Willow 
Flycatcher (SWWF)  

SO MSO and SWWF 
monitoring report 
(Schwarz).   
D2 Wildlife files 
D4/5 Wildlife files 
D3 Wildlife files 

Forest-wide - MSO present and reproducing with 
trends similar to what other Forests 
are finding 

- SWWF habitat appears to be in very 
suitable condition but population 
isn’t expanding into those suitable 
habitats 

- Activities are not adversely 
impacting these habitats. (D2) 

51 Wildlife  Monitored occurrence and population 
trend of migratory and resident birds   
on all Districts.  Including 5 USGS 
routes.     

SO Breeding Bird Survey 
report and USGS 
breeding bird report 
(Schwarz) 

Forest-wide - Confirms that the survey protocols 
are effective in monitoring 
population trends 

 
52 Wildlife  Monitored Population and habitat trend 

of non-game Management Indicator bird 
species.  

SO Breeding Bird Survey 
Report and Forest MIS 
Report, S.O. (Schwarz) 

Forest-wide - Confirms that the survey protocols 
are effective in monitoring 
population trends 

- Sedentary species are a better 
choice for monitoring trends than 
nomadic species.    

53 Wildlife  Monitored meadow treatments,  riparian 
restoration and wildlife openings  using 
photo points 

D4/5 wildlife files D4/5 Herbaceous and browse forage 
availability is increasing 
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 RESOURCE ITEM MONITORED RECORD LOCATION DISTRICT LESSONS LEARNED 
54 Wildlife  Monitored Population and habitat trend 

of game management indicator species; 
rotated annually on different game 
management units. Monitored by NM 
Department of Game and Fish 

SO  Forest MIS report Forest-wide - The frequency of state monitoring 
rotations is not sufficient to 
determine population trends in a 
particular area. 

- Changes in survey methods also 
disrupt continuity of determining 
population trends. 

- MIS is not really relevant or 
effective to game habitat 
management because NM Dept of 
Game manages population. 

55 Wildlife  Post-treatment monitoring for wildlife 
project objectives such as impact of 
berm, soil moisture conditions, and 
protection from vehicle impacts of 
Baney Park meadow restoration project, 
11 acres.  

D3 Wildlife files  D3 - Consider cutting more trees to 
restore meadow.  Project used a 
diameter cutting limit. It didn’t 
meet necessary habitat condition 
because the project objectives were 
insufficient for wildlife needs. 

- Road should have been closed 
because it was channeling water 
which decreased efficiency of 
berms and water improvement. 

- Campers are continuing to impact 
site despite closure because we 
can’t enforce the closure so long as 
the road is open.  

56 Wildlife 
Species & 
Habitat  

Pre and Post-treatment monitoring to 
determine dead and downed woody 
debris levels in MSO habitat following 
the Sargent Canyon RX burn.  

RD Wildlife files  D3 Didn’t burn hot enough to prevent 
future crown fire in MSO habitat. 
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57 Wildlife Monitored for reproduction success and 

occupancy of Zuni blue head sucker 
(sensitive species) habitat condition 
monitoring conducted by NM DG&F   

SO Wildlife files D2 - Meeting State recovery plan, by 
implementing the Silva reciprocal 
ROW agreement 

- Bluehead Sucker is declining so 
status is being elevated to candidate 
T&E status 
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